To:

Pima County Board of Adjustment – District 1
Development Services Dept – Planning Division
201 N Stone Ave, 1st floor
Tucson, AZ 85701

From: Ryan and Nicole Stoker parcel 219-11-004F
RE:

P21VA00020 Miller, N Tortolita Estates. Variance Request, Dec 6th Hearing
Specifically, Item #2, “Side Yard Setback” from 20ft to 16ft

Date: December 4th, 2021
Dear Board,
We are asking the board to deny the variance request at N Tortolita Estates Dr. Granting this
variance will put an additional burden on my property for the following reasons:
1. Due to the home’s location which encroaches into the minimum required setback,
accessing the north end of my property will require additional land outside of that
easement to be used for my own access.
My land was split in 2016. We negotiated with the seller to specifically include the
saddle area as part of our parcel. (see item 1) It was our plan and intention to build a
guest house or separate structure on that portion of the land. (see item 2) Contrary to
the Miller’s attorneys contention that we do not have legal access via the 40 foot wide
easement, we received an access certification from Jon Settlemeyer (our surveyor)
which shows that we do have physical and legal access within this 40 foot easement.
(see item 3) The Miller’s home encroaches upon this easement. (See Item 4)
See Item 5 for road access diagram.
2. Access for a Neighbors property may now have to be burdened upon my land.
I have been contacted by a neighbor whom is claiming the need to access their property
via the 40 ft easement and now are requesting me to accommodate their access. I do
not feel that this is fair for me to have to accommodate when in fact prior to the
construction of the house and other encroachments, all neighbors had both physical
and legal access along the 40 ft easement. Now, due to the location of the house and
the Miller’s encroachment into the easement, instead of having a 40 foot wide
easement, There is now only a 5 ft wide area between the Miller’s block retaining wall
to my property line) to accommodate both access and utilities. (see item 6). If access is
required by this neighbor, then the block retaining wall, greenhouse and other
obstructions will need to be removed to provide him with access. My property should
not bear the brunt of this burden just because we do not yet have physical
improvements constructed on the land.

3. The Millers un-approved additional encroachments further complicate all access and
utility access even on my property.
Informal, license permission for asphalt was granted by me to the Millers if the following
conditions were met: 1. The Millers have the legal rights to the easement in which the
asphalt would be placed. 2. All other easement holders needed to be included in their
plans. 3. A sketch was to be provided prior to work starting. I did receive a sketch which
I approved, but this sketch did not include any landscaping, greenhouse, rock walls, or
the steel and wood gate which were added by the Millers without my permission or
authorization. (see item 6 and 7 and 8) Regarding the wood and steel gate: Upon
inspection of the property I noticed the additional work in which the Millers engaged in
and emailed them the next day to cease and stop their gate construction as I felt it was
encroaching my land and would prohibit access even further. The Millers disregarded
the email and moved forward concreting in the metal and wood gate. After this I sent a
certified letter explaining some of the encroachments and the difficulties that would
ensue if these encroachments were not fixed, I also notified them of my intentions to
have a surveyor verify the setbacks of the home as I felt that this would help us
understand how much space we truly have for access and utilities as the property stakes
were removed in that area. (a copy of that letter and delivery receipt can be provided to
the board if necessary) I did give the Millers the opportunity to correct the issues and
they have not given me a formal response regarding the matters addressed in the letter.
Their solution to the issue was a proposed easement running 150ft long and 40ft deep
in to my property that they wanted exclusive use for their access and landscaping. (see
item 9) This was far more than their original proposal of a small asphalt section and
would prohibit me from the full use and enjoyment of my land in many ways.
4. Further evaluations and legal work are in the works. Since my initial letter to the
Millers I have took it upon myself to reach out to other parties involved in this dilemma.
I had a surveyor re-survey my land and found that an additional easement was created
and put on my property without my knowledge or consent. (see item 10) This easement
is the utility easement going from the well on my property to the properties beyond the
Miller’s home. It would appear that the builder of the Millers home did not know of the
original utility easement and negotiated the easement to be placed around the house
but in doing so it shifted on my property without my knowledge or consent AFTER I took
title to my property. An additional onsite survey detailing all the setback concerns and
encroachments is underway and should be completed as soon as the surveyor is
available. I have also sat down with the builder to discuss my concerns with the house
placement and let him know my property has been negatively impacted based on his
placement, and things have been further complicated due to the Millers further
encroachments. I am hoping to resolve the utility easement with the parties responsible
but my attorney’s and surveyors’ findings are still pending. Granting the variance
without having these other matters fully analyzed first will further complicate all of my
pending investigations as to the impact these have on my property. Verification of the
home setback encroachment is required as it would appear that the measurement the

surveyor made was to the corner of the house and not the overhanging roof corner or
footing corner.
5. Additional future impacts on my property. My lot is a hillside lot and working with the
hillside requirements I am obligated to meet certain criteria. One of these requirements
is setting aside natural area. All of these encroachments and my future access/ possible
access easements for others directly due to their home location and encroachments can
and will impact my buildable area and mess with my cross slopes. Before any
negotiations are completed I would need additional surveyor help to verify the impact
of these items to my ability to improve my land the way I’d like. If we are unable to do
what we want to do it would be the responsibility of surrounding properties and this
board to grant unto us possible variances to setbacks and adjusted natural area and
cross slope requirements. Also the maximum allowable percentage of improvements to
a property will come into play as I have way too many easements and burdens on my
property as it is. Another future complication will be that of drainage. If I am required to
make the access road on my property, I will have to cross a drainage wash to do so. This
seems to be problematic for future access, costs and maintenance. (See Item 11)
6. Complicates my negotiations to remove another neighbor’s easement from my
property. I would have liked to negotiate with another neighbor regarding another
easement on my property as all of these easements take away from my ability to
improve my property. There is an old 20 ft easement on my property which both the
builder and the Millers assumed was their easement for access. I would have liked to
negotiate with the beneficiary of that easement to possibly have it abandoned to
improve my ability to develop, but I’m unsure how to proceed now that the
encroachments and setback violations impact that area. It feels like I’m being forced to
keep something burdening my land due to the actions of others.
In conclusion, I am requesting the Millers and all other parties effected by concerning items
meet to discuss solutions that satisfy all parties. I have tried to be open with everyone in
sharing information. My survey was given to the builder prior to his construction as well as to
the Millers prior to their additions. The solutions to the problems created will greatly impact my
property and all parties responsible for errors need to be properly notified of the errors so
solutions can be made. I’d hope for a mediator to be present prior to additional lawyer and
court cost are incurred for all involved. It is my understanding that it isn’t the responsibility of
the board to judge all these issues, and if a variance is granted here it would constitute a form a
judgment that greatly effects many people, property values and pending findings.
Thank you for your consideration and the work you do to protect property.
Ryan and Nicole Stoker

ITEM 1.

Proposed land split prior to our negotiations to purchase our land. (parcel 3) April 2016

Negotiated split showing Parcel “A” with the area to the north included in our parcel.
(Contract/purchase agreement dated May 2016) Doing the split this way ended up costing us
much more money due to the added costs of additional survey work, but we really wanted the
north end portion to be included with our lot.

ITEM 2

Any more land or easements granted on our property will have to be included in our hillside
calculations and will actually shrink our buildable pads.

ITEM 3

ITEM 4

ITEM 5

ITEM 6

ITEM 7

This was the proposal for the work to be done I received in November 2020 from the Millers.
I was not aware of any gates, greenhouse structures, walls, rock pile barriers or landscaping to
be part of their plan.

ITEM 8

ITEM 9

This proposed solution from the Millers is 150 ft long and 43 ft deep into my property, this was
way more than a small asphalt section for access. Granting this would cause issues for others
who have rights to the area, as well as complicates my own access.

ITEM 10

This easement was created to solve the issue of the home being build directly over the original
water easement. A section was recorded on my property without my knowledge or consent.
This survey above was recently done last month. This action created a cloud on my Title and will
need to be resolved.

ITEM 11

Using the 40ft access easement would be needed to access the north end of my property.
Due to the Miller’s house not adhering to the setback, and further encroachments makes
access very difficult and will burden my property greatly.

